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Russian Pop, dance, rock-that sounds full of love, dreams and romance. 14 MP3 Songs POP: with

Electronic Production, WORLD: Eastern European Details: Russian invasion: after "TATU", Alex

Bogoluboff and Sofiya are trying to conquer the world. Alex Bogoluboff is one of Russian finest songwriter

and most unpredictable independent producer and artist at this time. With the release of his second

album "Only you and me" he introduced to the public a young female vocalist Sofiya, as well as other

talented musicians, such as Michelle Cammilo, Terry Clark, Chuck Loeb, Michael Lev, Paul Mayers,

Daug Goldberg, Jay Leonheart, Michael Rasskazov and others. Alex and Sofiya are singing in Russian

and all songs in this album have instrumental accompaniment. Alex Bogoluboff was born in Siberia on

August 11, 1954. His family came to Siberia from Shanghai, China and where placed into exile. In 1956,

when political situation had changed, they all moved to Tashkent, Uzbekistan. There his mother

graduated Conservatory, as a Choral Conductor; therefore Alex was brought up in music atmosphere,

and studied music from early childhood. Once professor Yablonovsky visited Alexs' family, and was

playing piano. When he started to play a very difficult piece by Bach, Alex at age 5, stood next to the

piano and sang the second voice of a very complicated fugue. Professor was amazed that 5 years old

child could do something that Conservatory graduates couldn't. At the age of 15 Alex started to compose

a few songs - with his own lyrics and music. In a short time some of the songs became very popular in

Russia but no body believed that these songs were written by a teenager. In 1977 Alex arrived to New

York to join the rest of his family who were already in America. There he met an outstanding professional

musician Michael Lev and they became best friends. They worked together and released Alexs' first tape

" Russian songs", in 1989. Alex and Michael met another talented musician Michael Rasskazov in 1995.

He completed arrangements of more then 120 songs, written by Alex. In 2002 Alex met Sofiya and Dean
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Bohana, almost at the same time, He finally found an exact match for the singer Sofiya and a wonderful

sound engineer - Dean Bohana. At last, with the efforts of all his friends-musicians, in 2003 Alex

produced this disk that sounds full of love, dreams and romance. This disk contains 14 songs that are

wonderful and enjoyable for listening, dancing and relaxing.
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